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Abstract
We present a study for two-quark light-cone distribution amplitudes for the 13D2 light tensor meson 
states with quantum number JPC = 2−−. Because of the G-parity, the chiral-even two-quark light-cone 
distribution amplitudes of this tensor meson are antisymmetric under the interchange of momentum frac-
tions of the quark and antiquark in the SU(3) limit, while the chiral-odd ones are symmetric. The asymptotic 
leading-twist LCDAs with the strange quark mass correction are shown. We estimate the relevant parame-
ters, the decay constants fT and f ⊥T , and first Gegenbauer moment a⊥1 , by using the QCD sum rule method. 
These parameters play a central role in the investigation of B meson decaying into the 2−− tensor mesons.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
Analysis of spectroscopy of particles represents promising area provides to check predictions 
of quantum chromodynamics in perturbative and nonperturbative domains. During recent years 
inspiring results are obtained in this area; namely, new charmonium states are observed in ex-
periments [1–3]. The main result of these experimental studies is that the structures of these new 
states are not described by the conventional quark–antiquark picture, and they have more com-
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picture, the hybrid charmonium, or the baryonium states are used.
In the investigation of the spectroscopy of mesons with J = 0; 1 in QCD sum rules method 
the local interpolating currents without derivative ̄ are used, where  = 1, γ5 , γμ, γμ , γ5. 
For studying the higher spin states the current with derivative is necessary. The interpolating 
current for light unflavored spin 2-mesons first time was constructed in [4], and the results are 
relevant to the Gegenbauer moments in determination of light-cone distribution amplitudes of 
these states [5]. Some properties of the tensor mesons have been studied. For instance, the mass 
and decay constant of strange tensor meson K∗2 (1430) by taking into account SU(3) symmetry 
breaking effects within QCD sum rules is studied in [6], and the mass and decay constant of 
heavy χQ2 tensor mesons within the same framework is determined in [7].
The QCD sum rule approach successfully applied for studying various problems of heavy 
hadron physics. For instance, determination of light-cone distribution amplitudes (LCDA’s) of 
heavy mesons [8,9] and heavy baryons [10,11], radiative and semi-leptonic decays of heavy 
baryons [12–14] and mass spectrum of heavy baryons [15–17] that have been discovered during 
last decade [18–22]. (About the current status of experimental and theoretical studies on heavy 
hadron physics see [23] and references therein.)
The mass spectra of the negative parity tensor mesons 2−−, containing light–light, light–
heavy and heavy–heavy quarks, were calculated in [24] in the QCD sum rule approach. The 
conventional quark model has predicted the existence of the 13D2 states with quantum number 
JPC = 2−−. However, the light 2−− meson states, except K2(1820) meson, have not been ob-
served yet. Theoretically, it is thus important to measure the full set of this quantum states. In 
this work, we will focus on the study of the light-cone distribution amplitudes (LCDAs) of the 
light 2−− meson states. Its LCDAs are relevant to the search of this particle from the B decays 
in B-factories. In the past few years, B decays involving a light 2++ tensor meson had been 
observed [25–37]. It will be very interesting to observe the light 2−− meson state in the B decay 
from the theoretically point of view due not only to the prediction in the QCD-based quark model 
but also to clarification of rate deficit and polarization puzzles [38].
The properties of LCDAs for 2−− states are quite different from the corresponding ones for 
2++ and 2−+ states. For instance, in SU(3) limit, under interchange of two quarks’ momentum 
fractions, the leading LCDA φ‖ is anti-symmetric, and φ⊥ is symmetric for 2−− states. Neverthe-
less, correspondingly, for 2−+ states, the former is symmetric and the latter is anti-symmetric, 
while for 2++ states, these two leading LCDAs are anti-symmetric. Once the leading LCDAs 
are obtained, the twist-3 two-quark LCDAs can be computed by means of Wandzura–Wilczek 
relation.
As what were done in [24], for simplicity, we will neglect the possible mixtures between 
two strange states, K2(1820) (the 1D2 state) and K2(1770) (the 3D2 state), and between s̄s and 
ūu + d̄d , where the former is due to the mass difference of strange and light quarks. If in the 
near future we can find out such states with mass ∼ 1.9 GeV, the mixing angle can be estimated 
by means of Gell-Mann–Okubo relation. (The result is similar to the case of K1(1270) and 
K1(1400), and that of f1(1285) and f1(1420) [39,40].) A further precise estimate will be then 
important.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define light-cone distribu-
tion amplitudes for the 2−− meson states and discuss their properties. The (Wandzura–Wilczek) 
relations between twist-3 LCDAs and leading-twist LCDAs are given. We will approximately 
parametrize the leading LCDAs in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials up to the term contain-
ing the first Gegenbauer moment, where the relevant parameters, fT , f ⊥ and a⊥, defined in T 1
134 T.M. Aliev et al. / Nuclear Physics B 931 (2018) 132–145section 2, are estimated by means of the QCD sum rule approach, and the results are given in 
section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the numerical calculations of these parameters. To estimate the 
possible uncertainty in the obtained QCD sum rules due to the finite width of the 2−− states, we 
will include ±150 MeV uncertainty to the excited state threshold √s0 that models the contribu-
tion from higher states. Such uncertainty range is compatible with the widths of K2(1820) and 
other higher resonance states. We summarize in section 5.
2. Light-cone distribution amplitudes
We define the chiral-even light-cone distribution amplitudes of a light tensor meson with 
quantum number JPC = 2−− to be



































(λ) zδ gv(u) , (2)
and its chiral-odd LCDAs to be









































where u and ū ≡ 1 − u are the momentum fractions carried by q1 and q̄2 quarks, respectively, in 
the meson. φ‖, φ⊥ are leading twist-2 LCDAs, gv, ga, ht , hp are twist-3 ones, and g3 and h3 are 
of twist-4. Here zμ and pν ≡ Pν − zνm2T /(2pz) are the two light-like vectors, with Pν and mT
being the momentum and the mass of the tensor meson, respectively. Using these two light–light 


















Due to the G-parity, in SU(3) limit, φ‖, ga, gv , and g3 are antisymmetric under the replace-
ment u → 1 − u, while φ⊥, ht , hp and h3 are symmetric. We do not further consider g3 and 
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Using the conformal basis, the leading-twist LCDAs φ‖,⊥(u, μ) can be expressed in a series of 
Gegenbauer polynomials. The LCDAs can be approximately expanded up to the term including 
the first Gegenbauer moment, a‖,⊥1 , as





φ⊥(u) = 6u(1 − u) + 30u(1 − u)(2u − 1)3
5
a⊥1 , (10)
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‖
1 = 5/3. Note that here a⊥1
originates from the quark mass difference in the 2−− tensor meson, and give correction to φ⊥’s 
asymptotic form.
Taking the approximate leading-twist LCDAs, in the following sections, we will use the QCD 
sum rule approach to estimate the relevant parameters: the decay constants fT and f ⊥T , and first 
Gegenbauer moment a⊥1 .
3. Calculations of fT , f ⊥T and a
⊥
1
In this section, we calculate the parameters, fT and f ⊥T , and a⊥1 , that are relevant to deter-
mining the LCDAs of the 2−− tensor mesons, via the two-point correlation functions. First, we 
calculate the f ⊥T coupling constant. For this aim, we consider the following correlation function
′μνδαβ = i
∫
d4x〈0|j ′†μνδ(x)jαβ(y)|0〉|y→0eiqx , (14)











←̃→Dδ q1(x) . (16)
The covariant derivative is defined as
←→Dα = −→Dα − ←−Dα








←̃→Dδ = −→∂ δ + ←−∂ δ ,
(17)
where λa are the Gell-Mann matrices. The phenomenological part of the correlation function can 
be rewritten, by saturating it with the 2−− tensor mesons, as
μνδαβ =
〈0|j ′†μνδ|T 〉〈T |jαβ |0〉
m2T − q2
+ ... , (18)
where “...” denotes the higher states and continuum contributions, and the matrix elements are 
given by
〈0|j ′†μνδ|T (q,λ)〉 = f ⊥T m2T [ε(λ)μδ qν − ε(λ)νδ qμ] ,
〈T (q,λ)|jαβ |0〉 = 2fT m3T ε(λ)∗αβ ,
(19)
with ε(λ)αβ being the polarization tensor of the 2











where Tμν = −gμν + qμqν
m2T
, and considering only the coefficient of the Lorentz structure: 
′μνδαβ → ′
[
(gμαgδβ + gμβgδα)qν − (μ ↔ ν)
]
for the phenomenological part given in 
Eq. (18), we get






+ . . . . (21)
The choice of this structure is dictated by the fact that this structure contains only tensor meson 
contributions and free of spin-1 and spin-0 state contributions.
One should note that the 2−+ states can contribute this sum rule result by the G-parity violat-
ing effect, which is due to mq1 − mq2 = 0, since, due to the G-parity, in SU(3) limit, their φ‖ is 
symmetric under the replacement u → 1 − u, while φ⊥ is antisymmetric, in contrast to the case 
of 2−− states. Because the correction due to the lowest 2−+ state, entering this sum rule, is of 
order (mq1 − mq2)2, we will neglect it.
To calculate the first Gegenbauer moment a⊥1 that gives corrections to asymptotic form of φ⊥, 




where j†μνδ is given by j
†
μνδ = q̄2(x)σμνγ5i




a⊥1 f ⊥T m2T (ε
(λ)
μδ qν − ε(λ)νδ qμ) . (23)
Using these definitions and separating the coefficient of the structure 
[
(gμαgδβ + gμβgδα)qν −




















We give a brief introduction to the factor, 35a
⊥
1 as follows. The matrix element of the non-local 
operator ū(z + x)σμνγ5i←→Dα d(−z + x) between the 2−− tensor meson and vacuum is defined as











duei(u−ū)P z(2u − 1)φ⊥(u) + ...
}|x→0. (25)
After multiplying both sides of Eq. (25) by zα , we get, with x → 0,
〈T (P,λ)|ū(z)σμνγ5i←→Dα zαd(−z)|0〉 = −if ⊥T mT
[







du(2u − 1)φ⊥(u) . (27)





l (2u − 1) , (28)l=0
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Gegenbauer moments are defined as
a⊥l (μ) =
2(2l + 3)





l (2u − 1)φ⊥(u) . (29)





i.e. 〈ξ〉 = 35a⊥1 .
Note that, for a 2−− state, a⊥1 , contributing the G-parity violating correction to φ⊥(u)’s 
asymptotic LCDA, 6u(1 − u), is due to the mass difference of the two quarks. However, for 
a 2−− state, although the corresponding coupling fT is G-violating, the current j†μνδ couples to 
the 2−+ state in a G-parity conserving way. As a result, for the sum rule result derived from 
Eq. (22), both contributions of the lowest 2−− and 2−+ states are the same order of magnitude, 
(O(mq1 − mq2)). Although the prediction of a⊥1 may have a large uncertainty, we will show later 
that the resulting fT  f ⊥T implies that φ⊥ is negligible in the exclusive processes.
The correlation functions can also be calculated in terms of quark–gluon fields using the 
operator product expansion (OPE). Using expressions of interpolating current jμνδ and jαβ and 
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The calculations are performed in the fixed-point gauge xμAaμ = 0. In this gauge the gluon field 









From these expressions it follows that for calculation of μνδαβ from the QCD side we need 
expression of the light quark propagator. For the light quark propagator including operators up 
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and we choose it  = 0.5 GeV [44]. Compared with [43], our coefficient of the dimension-7 
term is larger by a factor 2.
In calculations, we also need the expression for the vacuum expectation value (v.e.v.) of the 





















Putting these expressions to the correlation functions and getting derivatives with respect to x
and y and after performing derivatives over y and letting y = 0, we obtain the expression of the 
correlation function in the coordinate representation. For obtaining expression of the correlation 













where Q2 = −q2. The integrals ∫ d4x eiqx
(x2)n
xμxνxδ can be obtained from this integral by re-
placing xμ → −i ∂∂qμ and get from right side of I0. Separating the coefficient of the structure (
gμαgβδqν − gναgβδqμ
)











= e−m2T /M2 ,
(36)
where M2 is the Borel mass, we get the following two sum rules:

























(1 + 6γE)M2(mq1 − mq2) − 24π2
(〈q̄1q1〉 − 〈q̄2q2〉)]
− 24M2[M4(mq1 − mq2) − 4π2m20(〈q̄1q1〉 − 〈q̄2q2〉)]] . (37b)
Here we have obtained the QCD OPE results at the quark–gluon level up to dimension 7. How-
ever, the sum rule for f ⊥T given in Eq. (37a) has only one term proportional to the mass sum of 
the quark pair left, for which we have checked that both the OPE terms with dimension five (the 
quark–gluon mixing condensate) and dimension 7 (gluon condensate times the quark condensate) 
vanish, such that the subtraction of excited states also vanishes. In Eq. (37a), the contributions 
arising from the 2−+ states are O(mq − mq )2 can be reasonably negligible. The f ⊥ result 1 2 T
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The values of input parameters.
mq(2 GeV) = mu+md2 = 3.5+0.7−0.3 × 10−3 GeV
ms(2 GeV) = (96+8−4) × 10−3 GeV
〈q̄q〉 = −(0.23 ± 0.03)3 GeV3
m20 = (0.8 ± 0.2) GeV2
〈s̄s〉 = (0.8 ± 0.2)〈q̄q〉
〈 αsπ G2〉 = (0.0012 ± 0.0004) GeV4
which vanishes in the chiral limit may imply the (transverse) production rate is small in B de-
cays. For Eq. (37b), its OPE result is proportional to (mq1 − mq2) due to the G-parity violating 
effect, just as the previous discussion.







one can easily obtain two sum rule results for the determination of f ⊥T and a⊥1 from Eqs. (37a)
and (37b).
For determination of f ⊥T and a⊥1 , we need to know fT . This coupling fT can be obtained 
from the following two-point function,
μναβ = i
∫
d4xei(qx)〈0|T {jμν(x)j†αβ(y)}|0〉|y→0 . (39)
At the hadronic level, after Borel transformation, we get





(gμαgνβ + gμβgνα) + other structures
]
. (40)
Taking into account the coefficient of the structure (gμαgνβ + gμβgνα), and the subtracting 
the contribution from higher states from the quark–gluon level with the replacement given in 




−m2T /M2 = B. (41)
The invariant function B was calculated in [24], and, for this reason, we do not present its 
explicit expressions. Just as Eq. (14), we neglect the correction due to the lowest 2−+ state, 
because it is of order (mq1 − mq2)2.
4. Numerical analysis
In this section, we present our numerical analysis of the sum rules for the decay constants fT , 
f ⊥T , and a⊥1 . The main input parameters entering to the sum rules for fT , f ⊥T , and a⊥1 are the 
quark masses and various condensates. Their values that we use are given in Table 1 [45,46]. Here 
the masses of quarks are presented in MS scheme. For simplicity, neglect the possible mixtures 
between two strange states, K2(1820) (the 1D2 state) and K2(1770) (the 3D2 state), and between 
s̄s and ūu + d̄d states. We use the 2−− meson masses with errors obtained in [24] as inputs. 
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The values of s0, ranges of the Borel mass squared M2, and mass for 
different tensor mesons. These values are taken from [24].
s0 (GeV
2) Window M2 (GeV2) mT (GeV)
q̄q 2.12 1.3–1.6 1.78 ± 0.12
q̄s 2.22 1.3–1.7 1.85 ± 0.14
s̄s 2.42 1.4–1.8 2.00 ± 0.16
Fig. 1. The dependence of fT on M
2.
Assuming that the widths of these states are about  300 MeV, which is compatible with that of 
K2(1820) and other higher resonance states. To take into account the width uncertainty, in the 
QCD sum rule analysis we thus add the uncertainty ±150 MeV to the excited state threshold √
s0 that models the contribution from higher states as given in Eq. (38).
In the all sum rule analyses, the window of the Borel mass parameter and the central values 
of the continuum threshold s0 that we adopt are shown in Table 2, that were obtained from 
the analysis of the relevant mass sum rules presented in [24]. The dependence of fT on M2 is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 at the central values of s0. From Fig. 1, we show that the coupling constant 




(7.7 ± 0.1) × 10−2, for s̄s ,
(6.2 ± 0.4) × 10−2, for q̄s ,
(7.4 ± 0.1) × 10−2, for q̄q .
(42)
Here and for the results in the following calculations, the errors correspond to the uncertainties 
due to variation of input parameters, threshold for higher states s0, theoretically predicted values 
for masses of tensor mesons, and Borel mass.
Using the obtained values of fT , we further estimate f ⊥T . In Fig. 2, we show the dependence 
of f ⊥T for the tensor mesons with quark content q̄q , q̄s and s̄s on M2, respectively. For the 
chosen Borel windows, we find that the contribution arising from higher states and continuum 
142 T.M. Aliev et al. / Nuclear Physics B 931 (2018) 132–145Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but for f ⊥
T
.
is less than 30% of total results, and the non-perturbative contributions are less than 40% of the 
perturbative one in OPE for the sum rule result given in Eq. (37b). The resulting f ⊥T exhibits 
very good stability with respect to the variation of M2. We find that
f ⊥T =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(8.2 ± 2.2) × 10−4, for s̄s ,
(5.2 ± 1.2) × 10−4, for q̄s ,
(3.5 ± 1.1) × 10−5, for q̄q .
(43)
Our results show that f ⊥T is much smaller than the corresponding fT . The reason is that al-
though we have performed the QCD OPE calculation at the quark–gluon level up to dimension 7, 
nevertheless, the sum rule for f ⊥T given in Eq. (37a) has only one nonzero term left, which is 
proportional to the mass sum of the quark pair. Phenomenologically, the smallness of f ⊥T result, 
which vanishes in the chiral limit, may imply that the (transverse) production rate is small in B
decays.
The correction to the asymptotic form, 6u(1 − u), of the LCDAs φ⊥(u) in a series of Gegen-
bauer polynomials is due to the mass difference of the two quarks in a 2−− state, and is given by 
18a⊥1 u(1 − u)(2u − 1), where a⊥1 is the so-called first Gegenbauer moment. Considering only 
corrections due to ms , we illustrate the dependence of a⊥1 on M2 using the central values of s0
in Fig. 3, and get the result,
a⊥1 = (48 ± 12), for q̄s , (44)
to which the 2−+ state also contribute the same order of magnitude; thus, the value of a⊥1 for the 






2  1 imply that φ⊥ is negligible in the exclusive processes.
5. Summary
The LCDAs of the light 2−− meson state are relevant ingredients to theoretically predict B
decay channels involving the meson in B factories. The observation of the light 2−− meson state 
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is important from the viewpoint of the QCD-based quark model, and can help to clarify the rate 
deficit and polarization puzzles in B decays involving vector or tensor meson(s) in the final states.
We have defined two-quark light-cone distribution amplitudes for the 13D2 light tensor meson 
states with quantum number JPC = 2−−. In terms of twist-2 ones through the Wandzura–
Wilczek relations, we have shown the results of the twist-3 two-quark LCDAs with quark mass 
corrections. In the SU(3) limit, because of the G-parity, the chiral-even two-quark light-cone dis-
tribution amplitudes of this tensor meson are antisymmetric under the interchange of momentum 
fractions of the quark and antiquark, while the chiral-odd ones are symmetric.
Using QCD conformal partial expansion, we have shown the asymptotic leading twist LCDAs 
with the strange quark mass correction and up to the term containing the first Gegenbauer mo-
ment (see Eqs. (9) and (10)). The relevant parameters: the decay constants fT and f ⊥T , and first 
Gegenbauer moment a⊥1 , are estimated by means of the QCD sum rule method. The smallness 
of f ⊥T result may phenomenologically imply that the transverse production rate is small in B
decays. These parameters play a central role in the investigation of B meson decaying into these 
negative parity tensor mesons which we are planning to study in the near future.
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